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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR VETERANS CLAIMS

NO. 14-1090

DANIEL G. SAVAGE, APPELLANT,

V.

ROBERT A. MCDONALD,
SECRETARY OF VETERANS AFFAIRS, APPELLEE.

Before PIETSCH, Judge.

MEMORANDUM DECISION

Note: Pursuant to U.S. Vet. App. R. 30(a),
this action may not be cited as precedent.

 PIETSCH, Judge: The appellant, Daniel G. Savage, appeals through counsel a February 28,

2014, Board of Veterans' Appeals (Board) decision in which the Board (1) denied his request to

reopen his claim for entitlement to disability benefits for a right knee disorder; (2) denied him

entitlement to an increased disability rating for service-connected postoperative residuals of a

tenorrhapy and a neurorrhapy performed on his right hand; and (3) denied him entitlement to

disability benefits for a low back disorder and a right foot disorder.  Record (R.) at 3-24.  This appeal

is timely and the Court has jurisdiction over the claims on appeal pursuant to 38 U.S.C. §§ 7252(a)

and 7266.  Single-judge disposition is appropriate when the issue is of "relative simplicity" and "the

outcome is not reasonably debatable."  Frankel v. Derwinski, 1 Vet.App. 23, 25-26 (1990).  For the

reasons that follow, the Court will reverse the Board's decision to deny the appellant's request to

reopen his claim for entitlement to disability benefits for a right knee disorder.  The Court will vacate

the remainder of Board's decision and remand all claims on appeal for further proceedings consistent

with this decision.  



I.  BACKGROUND

The appellant served on active duty in the U.S. Navy from June 1967 until March 1971.  R.

at 326.  In July 1968, he suffered trauma to the fingers on his right hand.  R. at 376, 379.  His injuries

included "laceration [of the] digital nerve" and tendons in his right third finger.  R. at 376.  Surgeons

repaired his tendons, and he returned to duty on September 5, 1968.  R. at 379. 

Less than three weeks later, however, the appellant sought treatment for "loss of motion and

sensation to right [third] finger of two months' duration."  R. at 390.   His care providers discovered

that he had lost "[s]ensation to the ulnar half of the finger . . . from the level of the PIO joint to the

tip."  Id.  Surgeons repaired his nerve, and he returned to duty on October 25, 1968.  Id.  

In October 1969, the appellant sought treatment for "giving way and pain in the right knee

of approximately three years duration.  The patient stated that he had injured his knee while wrestling

during High School, at which time he had been hit from the lateral aspect of the knee."  R. at 369. 

The appellant reported that "he had been unable to fully extend the knee for two days prior to

admission."  Id.  He "denied any history of locking within the knee."  Id.  Surgeons discovered that

his meniscus was torn, and they removed it.  Id.  

In December 1988, the appellant filed a claim for entitlement to disability benefits for the

residual effects of his right hand and right knee injuries.  R. at 337-40.  The appellant asserted that

he injured his knee when a military boat he was riding on during his service "changed directions

(sharp).  Knee was twisted cartilage torn."  R. at 338. 

In April 1989, the VA regional office (RO) granted the appellant entitlement to disability

benefits for the residual effects of the surgeries performed on his right hand and assigned his disorder

a noncompensable disability rating.  R. at 301-02.  The RO also denied the appellant entitlement to

disability benefits for a right knee disorder.  Id.  The RO's decision became final.

In October 2009, the appellant filed a claim for entitlement to a compensable disability rating

for his service-connected right hand disorder, a request to reopen his claim for entitlement to

disability benefits for a right knee disorder, and claims for entitlement to disability benefits for right

foot and back disorders.  R. at 262-71.  The appellant asserted that he had "limited use of my [right]

hand."  R. at 249.  He also asserted that he felt his knee "pop" while training during his service.  Id. 

A few days after he experienced the popping sensation, he stated, his knee "locked up."  Id.  
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According to the report from a November 2009 VA medical examination, the appellant

reported "[n]o sensation changes" in his disabled hand.  R. at 244.  The sensation in the appellant's

right third finger was "grossly intact to light touch."  R. at 245.  

In January 2010, the RO declined to assign a compensable disability rating to the appellant's

service-connected right hand disorder, declined to reopen his claim for entitlement to disability

benefits for a right knee disorder, and denied him entitlement to disability benefits for right foot and

back disorders.  R. at 225-31.  The appellant appealed the RO's decision.  R. at 105, 132, 162.

According to the report from an October 2010 VA medical examination, the appellant

complained that he had "decreased sensation" in his right third finger.  R. at 115.  The examiner

confirmed that "[t]here is some sensation loss over digit 3."  Id.  

In a June 2011 hearing before the Board, the appellant reiterated that his right knee popped

and then later locked during his service.  R. at 36.  The appellant, his representative stated, "had no

. . . right knee condition before the service."  R. at 37.   The appellant also stated that his leg pain

continued even after his surgery.  R. at 43.  He explained that his knee "basically hurt like a

toothache and was there all the time."  R. at 37.  Finally, he explained that his pain continued through

the 1970s, and then, at the end of that decade, "I started getting problems with my knee swelling to

where I would have to get it drained. . . . [F]rom about the late 70's, 1980 right up to about 2005 I

had probably about four surgeries where they were cleaning it out and taking the chips out."  R. at

37-38.

On February 28, 2014, the Board issued its decision here on appeal.  R. at 3-24. 

II. ANALYSIS

A. Right Hand Disorder

Board disability rating determinations are findings of fact subject to the "clearly erroneous"

standard of review.  See Smallwood v. Brown, 10 Vet.App. 93, 97 (1997).  "A factual finding 'is

"clearly erroneous" when although there is evidence to support it, the reviewing court on the entire

evidence is left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed.'"  Hersey

v. Derwinski, 2 Vet.App. 91, 94 (1992) (quoting United States v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 333 U.S. 364,

395 (1948)).  
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When making factual determinations, the Board is required to provide a written statement

of the reasons or bases for its findings and conclusions adequate to enable an appellant to understand

the precise basis for the Board's decision as well as to facilitate review in this Court.  38 U.S.C.

§ 7104(d)(1); Allday v. Brown, 7 Vet.App. 517, 527 (1995); Gilbert v. Derwinski, 1 Vet.App. 49,

56-57 (1990).  To comply with this requirement, the Board must analyze the credibility and probative

value of the evidence, account for the evidence that it finds persuasive or unpersuasive, and provide

the reasons for its rejection of any material evidence favorable to the claimant.  Caluza v. Brown,

7 Vet.App. 498, 506 (1995), aff'd per curiam, 78 F.3d 604 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (table); Gilbert,

1 Vet.App. at 57.

The Board concluded that the appellant is not entitled to a compensable disability rating for

the residual effects of the surgeries performed on his right hand by applying 38 C.F.R. § 4.71a,

Diagnostic Code (DC) 5229.  R. at 12, 22.  The Board also noted that the appellant cannot receive

compensable benefits via 38 C.F.R. § 4.71a, DC 5230, and that his surgeries did not result in

compensable painful motion in his fingers.  R. at 22.  Finally, the Board concluded that the

appellant's disability is not so unusual that his claim should be referred to an appropriate VA official

for extraschedular consideration.  R. at 22-23.    

The appellant does not directly challenge these findings.  Instead, he asserts that the Board

failed to account for the neurologic deficiencies that the October 2010 VA medical examiner

discovered in his right third finger.  See Murray v. Shinseki, 24 Vet.App. 420, 423 (2011).    

The DCs that the Board applied to the appellant's disorder do not explicitly compensate

veterans for neurologic manifestations of injuries to their fingers.  The Board did not discuss the

appellant's neurologic symptomatology.  Its position on the question at issue here is unknown.  

The Secretary does not dispute these facts.  He instead essentially asserts that the appellant's

sensation loss could not possibly be related to the residual effects of his right hand surgeries. 

Secretary's Br. at 19.  He cites medical treatises that apparently were not in the record when the

Board issued its decision, and he asserts that "science" supports his position.  Id.

The Court notes that the Secretary routinely assails appellants who attempt to include treatise

information in their briefs and raise medical arguments not considered below.  More pertinently, his

position is clearly an impermissible post hoc rationalization for the Board's failure to discuss
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potentially relevant medical evidence.  See Martin v. Occupational Safety & Health Review Comm'n,

499 U.S. 144, 156 (1991) ("'[L]itigating positions' are not entitled to deference when they are merely

appellant counsel's 'post hoc rationalizations' for agency action, advanced for the first time in the

reviewing court.").  

There is no medical evidence in the record discussing the genesis of the appellant's

neurologic symptoms.  Neither the Secretary nor the Court has the expertise required to explore

complex medical questions in the first instance.  The Court, at this point, knows only that the

appellant's in-service injury to his right hand caused nerve damage and that he lost sensation in his

right third finger sometime between November 2009 and October 2010.  It does not know the

Board's view about the etiology of that symptom and its compensability. 

The Board did not discuss whether the appellant should be compensated for his neurologic

symptom.  It did not determine whether the appellant's neurologic symptom is related to his service-

connected disorder.  The Court cannot resolve those matters in the first instance.  See Hensley v.

West, 212 F.3d 1255, 1263 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (stating that "appellate tribunals are not appropriate fora

for initial fact finding"); see also 38 U.S.C. § 7261(c).  Based on the evidence as it currently exists,

the Court is satisfied that Board review of the neurologic evidence in this case may result in an

outcome favorable to the appellant.  See Thompson v. Gober, 14 Vet.App. 187, 188 (2000) (stating

that the Board must provide an adequate statement of reasons or bases "for its rejection of any

material evidence favorable to the claimant"); see also Dela Cruz v. Principi, 15 Vet.App. 143, 149

(2001) (finding that the Board is not required to discuss all evidence of record but must discuss

relevant evidence).  Remand is therefore warranted. 

B. Right Knee Disorder

Pursuant to 38 U.S.C. § 5108, "if new and material evidence is presented or secured with

respect to a claim which has been disallowed, the Secretary shall reopen the claim and review the

former disposition of the claim."  "New and material evidence" is defined as follows:

New evidence means existing evidence not previously submitted to agency
decisionmakers.  Material evidence means existing evidence that, by itself or when
considered with previous evidence of record, relates to an unestablished fact
necessary to substantiate the claim.  New and material evidence can be neither
cumulative nor redundant of the evidence of record at the time of the time of the last
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prior final denial of the claim sought to be reopened, and must raise a reasonable
possibility of substantiating the claim.

38 C.F.R. § 3.156(a) (2014); see Shade v. Shinseki, 24 Vet.App. 110, 117 (2010) (explaining that

§ 3.156(a) "must be read as creating a low threshold" and that it "suggests a standard that would

require reopening if newly submitted evidence, combined with VA assistance and considering the

other evidence of record, raises a reasonable possibility of substantiating the claim").  Finally, this

Court has generally reviewed whether an appellant has submitted new and material evidence

sufficient to reopen a prior claim under the "clearly erroneous" standard of review set forth in

38 U.S.C. § 7261(a)(4).  Fortuck v. Principi, 17 Vet.App. 173, 178-79 (2003); Elkins v. West,

12 Vet.App. 209, 216 (1999) (en banc).  

In the portion of its April 1989 decision addressing the appellant's right knee disorder, the

RO wrote:

He injured his right knee while wrestling during his high school athletics.  He had
been treated for his right knee prior to service by chiropractor for a torn cartilage.  He
was unable to fully extend the knee for two days prior to this admission in 1969.  On
10/30/69, he underwent right medial meniscectomy and at the time of the surgery, an
old partial tear of the anterior cruciate was found to be present.  The medial meniscus 
was entirely excised at the time of the surgery.  Post-operatively, the surgical wound
healed completely and the veteran showed rapid progress on physical therapy.  He
was fully ambulatory without pain.  VA reported veteran ambulating with a normal
alternating gait and not in acute distress.  He could walk on toes and heels and
accomplish a deep knee bend with facility.  Range of motion of the right knee 135
degrees flexion and extension of 0 degree.  No joint line pain, instability or effusion
noted. . . . [D]enied service connection for right knee injury since it existed prior to
service and was not aggravated in service.  Operation of the right knee in service was
only a remedial measure.

R. at 301-02.

The Board's statement of reasons or bases in support of its decision to decline the appellant's

request to reopen his claim is deficient for a few reasons.  First, the Board entirely failed to discuss

the appellant's recent detailed description of his initial in-service knee injury and his post-operative

residual pain.  The appellant's more detailed description of his in-service injury, surgery, and

recovery may counteract the RO's conclusion that his pre-existing knee injury was not aggravated

during his service.  It may show both that the appellant's surgery was more than remedial treatment
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for a flare-up of a past injury and that the RO's stated belief that the appellant recovered completely

from his surgery was not accurate. 

Next, the Board found that medical evidence submitted after the RO's April 1989 decision

suggests that the appellant's "condition resulted from injuries working as a police officer in the

1980's and do[es] not make reference to [his] military service as onset."  R. at 18.  The evidence to

which the Board apparently refers, however, indicates that the appellant's condition in the 1980s was

"status post lateral menisectomy of the right knee with weakness of the quad[ri]ceps, he also had

genovalgum.  Furthermore, he had small osteochondroma of the lateral aspect of upper tibial shaft.

. . . This was not related to any injury."  R. at 292.  At the least, this evidence calls into question the

Board's assertion that the knee condition he had when the RO issued its April 1989 decision "resulted

from injuries working as a police officer."  R. at 18.  It may also reveal that the appellant's in-service

menisectomy caused longstanding abnormalities in his knee. 

Remand, however, is not required for the Board to repair these deficiencies in its analysis. 

For the reasons that follow, the Court is convinced that the appellant's claim should be reopened.  

The Board focused on the appellant's present assertion that he did not have a knee injury

before he began his military service.  R. at 18-19.  The Board found that the appellant's statement

is not new and material evidence because "this assertion was already made in [his] original

December 1988 claim, in which he indicated that onset was in service and did not raise a theory of

aggravation."  R. at 18.  

The statement to which the Board refers was a handwritten response to a prompt on a claims

form asking the appellant to state the "nature of sickness, disease or injuries for which this claim is

made and date each began."  R. at 338.  It reads as follows: "[K]nee injury–Oct of 1969–On PT Boat

which changed directions (sharp) knee was twisted cartilage torn."  Id.  

The Board asks this 17-word handwritten statement to carry a lot of evidentiary weight.  It

is not up to the task.  As the Board's finding obliquely reveals, the appellant never said that he did

not have a knee injury prior to his service.  He said only that the knee injury "for which this claim

is made" began in October 1969.  R. at 338.  The Board extrapolated an implication from the

appellant's statement that a faithful reading does not support and then cast it as an "assertion."  R.

at 18.  
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Once again, nothing in the appellant's statement indicates that he argued at the time that he

never had a knee injury prior to his service.  All that he said was that he injured the cartilage in his

knee during his service and that he wanted compensation for that injury.  R. at 388.  The RO decided

the case by determining that his in-service knee operation repaired a previously existing disorder that

never properly healed and not an in-service injury that either aggravated a pre existing knee disorder

or caused a new knee disorder to develop.  The appellant now states that the RO's conclusion that

he had a pre-existing knee injury was wrong. The appellant has never before been so explicit, and

the Court cannot support the Board's attempt to squeeze an implied version of that statement out of

a few words on a claims form.  

As the Board acknowledged, the appellant did not raise a theory for entitlement to benefits

based on aggravation in his claims form.  R. at 18.  He stated that he wanted disability benefits for

a discreet injury that he suffered during service.  R. at 388.  He did not say anything that even

remotely hints that he was arguing that his in-service injury exacerbated a pre-existing condition. 

The RO, on its own, discussed aggravation and decided his case on that basis.  He responds to the

RO's findings now.  

The Board "must presume that the newly submitted evidence is credible" unless it is "patently

incredible."  Duran v. Brown, 7 Vet.App. 216, 220 (1995) (citing Justus v. Principi, 3 Vet.App. 510,

513 (1992)).  The Board did not make any finding suggesting that the appellant's statements are

"patently incredible."  Id.  The Board found, and the Court agrees, that they call into question the

basis for the RO's decision. R. at 18.   The Board's only reason for finding that they do not constitute

new and material evidence is that they are comparable to statements the appellant made before the

RO issued its 1989 decision.  For the reasons stated above, the Board's finding is unconvincing.  The

Board did not identify and the Court cannot discern any other reason to find that they are not new

and material.  The Court therefore has a "definite and firm conviction" (Hersey, 2 Vet.App. at 94) 

that the appellant's claim should be reopened.  

C.  Back and Right Foot Disorders  

The appellant's theory for entitlement to disability benefits for his back and his right foot

disorders is that they were caused by his right knee disorder.  The Board concluded that, because the

appellant is not entitled to disability benefits for his right knee disorder, he is also not entitled to
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disability benefits for disabilities caused by his right knee disorder.  R. at 19-21.  The Board's

decision reveals that the appellant's back and right foot disorder claims cannot be decided separately

from his right knee disorder claim and that all three claims must be remanded together.  See

Henderson v. West, 12 Vet.App. 11, 20 (1998) ("[W]here a decision on one issue would have a

'significant impact' upon another, and that impact in turn 'could render any review by this Court of

the decision [on the other claim] meaningless and a waste of judicial resources,' the two claims are

inextricably intertwined") (quoting Harris v. Derwinski, 1 Vet.App. 180, 183 (1991)) (alteration in

original). 

D. Other Matters

The Court need not at this time address any other arguments the appellant has raised.  See

Best v. Principi, 15 Vet.App. 18, 20 (2001) (per curiam order) (holding that "[a] narrow decision

preserves for the appellant an opportunity to argue those claimed errors before the Board at the

readjudication, and, of course, before this Court in an appeal, should the Board rule against him").

On remand, the appellant is free to submit additional evidence and argument on the remanded

matters, and the Board is required to consider any such relevant evidence and argument.  See Kay

v. Principi, 16 Vet.App. 529, 534 (2002); Kutscherousky v. West, 12 Vet.App. 369, 372-73 (1999)

(per curiam order).  The Court has held that "[a] remand is meant to entail a critical examination of

the justification for the decision."  Fletcher v. Derwinski, 1 Vet.App. 394, 397 (1991).  The Board

must proceed expeditiously, in accordance with 38 U.S.C. § 7112 (requiring the Secretary to provide

for "expeditious treatment" of claims remanded by the Court).

III.  CONCLUSION 

After consideration of the appellant's and the Secretary's briefs and a review of the record,

the portion of the Board's February 28, 2014, decision explaining its determination that the

appellant's request to reopen his claim for entitlement to disability benefits for a right knee disorder

should be denied is REVERSED.  The remainder of the Board's decision is VACATED and the

claims on appeal are REMANDED for further proceedings consistent with this decision.    
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DATED: June 16, 2015

Copies to:

Daniel G. Krasnegor, Esq.

VA General Counsel (027)
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